St Pancras Spa’s emphasis is on the rejuvenation of the mind
and the body, offering rituals from around the world to restore
harmony and wellbeing. Our unique, holistic experiences are
designed around Journeys, from an English Garden through
to Africa, with each journey being tailor-made to reflect the
destination of your choice.
Nestled within St Pancras Renaissance Hotel, St Pancras Spa
offers a relaxation pool with hydro loungers, traditional saunas,
a therapeutic steam room, a relaxation lounge in addition to six
luxurious treatment rooms including a couple’s suite.
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Journey To Indonesia
150 minutes
Papaya Radiance Scrub
	Balinese Massage
	Ritual Of The Five Flowers Facial
A gentle head-to-toe scrub with fragrant papaya extract that freshens the skin and readies it
for a Balinese massage. A melting balm with Tamunu Nut Oil, taken from one of the garden’s
sacred trees and known to heal skin irritations and imperfections is combined with other skin
nourishing nut oils. The effects on the skin and mind are soothing and nourishing; with a
sensation of overwhelming peace and tranquillity.
Rituals once reserved for Balinese princesses impart the purifying properties of five tropical
flowers – Gardenia, Hibiscus, Frangipani, Ylang Ylang and Lotus – through a gentle massage
of the face and neck, leaving your skin with a warm and intense glow.

Journey to an English Garden
150 minutes
	Full body scrub
	Full body massage
	Hand & Foot treatment
	Express Facial with Rose Quartz
	Scalp Massage
Bring back your radiance with this comforting, restorative Journey on a English summer’s day.
Precious essential oil of Damask Rose works to renew the skin whilst the aroma has an
expansive quality that soothes the emotions and nurtures the heart. The treatment begins
with a full body gentle olive grain exfoliation. Hands and feet are given special attention
with a freshwater mud mask to truly soften and condition the skin.
Feel your tensions melt away with a full body massage using a moisturising and softening
mix of oil and cream with Evening Primrose Oil and Shea Butter.
An express facial thoroughly cleanses and exfoliates using hydrating Rose products, rich
in pure regenerating Damask Rose, skin balancing Geranium, and nourishing Jojoba Oil.
This treatment includes use of Rose Quartz stones renowned for their healing and energising.
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Journey To Polynesia
120 minutes
	Sublime Scrub
	Sublime Massage
This treatment polishes and purifies the skin from top to toe, using gently, precious Noni
Oil, known as the ‘universal cure’. With powers stemming from the rich content of vitamins,
minerals and antioxidants, it is combined with a maceration of tiare flowers, sugar and
coconut powder to gently soften and enhance the skin in preparation for a Lomi Lomi style
massage, focusing on balancing and releasing all tensions. The long, flowing, rhythmic
movements emulate the ocean with the therapist’s hands, forearms and elbows used in
the most soothing, relaxing way.
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Journey to Inner Strength
120 minutes
	Hand & foot treatment
	Body massage & paraffin wax treatment
	Express Facial
	Scalp Massage
A deeply comforting Journey that delivers a deep sense of peace.
A truly nurturing treatment to fortify and strengthen the mind and body, the Journey to
Inner Strength is ideal for anyone simply needing a nurturing treatment to help draw upon
their inner strength.
The Journey begins with a Frakincense inhalation and foot cleanse followed by a rich,
deeply nourishing oil applied to the palms of the hands and soles of the feet and an
application paraffin wax, renowned for its comforting properties.
The back and legs are then treated to a deeply nurturing massage with Inner Strength Body
Oil, followed by the application of paraffin wax. The treatment flows to work on the face and
scalp and front of the body, including the incorporation of hot stone placement and massage
techniques designed to deeply comfort, nurture and support.

Journey To Africa
90 minutes
	Crème De Rassoul Wrap
	Moroccan Massage
Envelop yourself in a velvet cream, an age-old Moroccan recipe using the powerful cleansing
effects of the local rassoul clay. Leaving the skin firm, purified and enlivened, from the nape
of the neck to the tips of your toes.
The oil from the fruit of the extraordinary argan tree, found in Essaouira, is known as liquid
gold. The pressed argan seeds yield an oil rich in nutrients that, it is said, wards off ageing
skin. The oil is gently heated, blended with sweet Cinnamon, Eucalyptus and Cedar, and
then applied with firm, soothing massage strokes.
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Time Traveller

Ticket to Tranquillity

60 minutes

60 minutes

Long distance travel is physically and mentally exhausting. This treatment works on both

Travel to tranquillity with this luxurious package combining our velvety rassoul body wrap

levels to help you recover from the journey and adjust to your new environment. The body

with our Balinese facial ritual. The rassoul cream made from fine Moroccan clay cocoons the

is exfoliated with finely ground olive grains to refine the pores and reveal fresh, new skin.

body, cleansing deeply, drawing out impurities and bringing new-found radiance to the skin.

After the layering of gels and oils the treatment is completed with a back massage to dissolve

The Balinese beauty ritual enjoys delicate scents of tropical flowers to cleanse and promote

tension and condition the skin. Choose from either:

a radiant complexion combined with a relaxing massage of the face, neck and scalp. Your

Revive

Relax

The perfect pick-me-up for when you’re

Working on all aspects of physical, mental

feeling sluggish or lethargic after a
long journey, this treatment combines

or

and emotional stress using rich, earthy
essential oils of Vetivert, Camomile and

sweet zesty Pink Grapefruit, fresh green

Sandalwood, renowned for their intense

Rosemary and rich, woody Juniper Berry

calming and grounding effects.

for a strengthening, detoxifying effect.

ticket will transport you to a place of complete contentment.

Arrive and Revive
60 minutes
Leave your bags and your troubles in the lobby and join us in the spa to refresh and revive.
Your treatment journey starts with soothing and relieving sore muscles, softening the skin
and boosting the circulation. With a choice of recipes from our spicy aromatic scrub to our

Voyage Recovery
60 minutes

black soap scrub there is something for everyone. Complete your transformation with a
Balinese radiance facial. This ‘express radiance’ treatment combined with a massage of the
face, neck and scalp according to Balinese ritual, delivers cleansing, harmony and beauty. You
will leave with your body awakened and feeling prepared for whatever the day throws at you.

Keep your respiratory tract and sinuses clear and your immune system strong while travelling
with this purifying, fortifying upper body treatment concentrating on the back, neck, scalp
and face. Perfect for those recovering from seasonal allergies or chest complaints, or simply
anyone who spends too much time travelling. This treatment uses inhalation and pressure
point massage to open up airways and maximise effective breathing.

High Time for Tea Time
60 minutes
Take time, with friends and loved ones, to indulge and replenish with our special tea time
ritual. Select a 60 minute treatment of your choice, from a selection of massages and facials
and then, feeling revived, head over to the very grand Hansom Lounge, where you will be
served a deliciously indulgent classic afternoon tea.
Available Monday—Thursday only.
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Ultimate Aromatherapy Associates
Facial
60 / 90 minutes
A bespoke facial, designed to suit your individual skin needs. A combination of the finest
pure essential oils and plant extracts are applied with specifically designed massage
techniques, to restore and recondition the skin, leaving the complexion smooth and luminous.

Age Repair Facial
60 / 90 minutes
An intensive treatment for ageing skin, including a unique dual layering of intensive masks,
with specific lifting, plumping and firming massage. Delivers instantly visible results. Extend
to the 90 minute version and indulge in an intensive eye treatment. Specialised massage
techniques improve micro-circulation and drainage, helping to reduce puffiness, whilst the
natural plant extracts and oils work to leave the eyes fresh, bright and youthful.

Rose Infinity Facial
90 minutes
Achieve instant, long lasting results that noticeably lift, tone and firm the skin, leaving
you with a flawless, healthy and younger looking complexion. The ground breaking Rose
Infinity Collection, at the heart of the facial, uses Nobel Prize winning research that works
at a cellular level to repair ageing DNA, radically increasing moisture levels and stimulating
collagen production. Wrinkles and lines are plumped out for visibly smoother, younger

Skin Solutions Facial
60 / 90 minutes
A purifying treatment for oily and combination skin. Powerful essential oils of Lavender,
Ylang Ylang and Tea Tree are at the heart of this facial. With natural antibacterial properties,
they penetrate deep into the skin, helping to regulate sebum production. 90 minutes with
steam, extraction and a hot towel compress to refine pores.

looking skin. A gentle, natural enzyme peel works to re-surface and illuminate while
enabling other products to penetrate deeper into the skin.
Our tailored bespoke massage will help to stimulate circulation and diminish puffiness,
while our signature scalp, neck and shoulder massage will melt away any stress and tension.
The Rose Infinity facial harnesses the most advanced natural ingredients to reveal younger
looking skin and a radiant complexion.

Precious Ko Bi Do Fountain
Of Youth Facial
60 minutes
Ko Bi Do originated in the 15th century as a beauty ritual reserved for Japanese empresses;
this sumptuous Cinq Mondes anti-ageing treatment will bestow a majestic glow on your
complexion. Ko Bi Do massage employs a quartet of deep, energising movements to create
a natural face-lift, plumping and lifting the skin, targeting wrinkles particularly around the
eyes, and generating firmness and radiance in the face, neckline and arms.
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90 minutes with steaming and extracting.
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Muscle Release
60 / 90 minutes
This deeply restorative firm massage is specifically designed for tight, stressed and aching
muscles. Whether it’s a heavy exercise schedule or too many hours spent sitting at your desk,
when you push yourself to your limit, your body can easily become stiff, tight and painful.

Ultimate Mum-To-Be Massage
60 / 90 minutes
Massage

particular attention to tight shoulders, this massage helps to relieve stress and tension.
Extend to the 90 minute version and indulge in a luxurious facial with regenerative
properties of Rose to nourish, soften and hydrate all skin types.

Hot Stone Massage
90 minutes

Sublime Massage
60 / 90 minutes

This long, luxurious treatment uses massage and natural deep heat in the form of heated

Inherited from indigenous Polynesian healers, inspired by Lomi Lomi and harnessing the

basalt stones to relieve muscle tension and stimulate the body’s own detoxification processes.

islands’ rich, organic ingredients, the massage concentrates on areas of tension using the

The embodied heat of the stones relaxes and seeps deep into the muscle tissue to leave you

forearms to create long and continuous, wave-like movements. Deep-rooted tensions are

feeling stress-free and uplifted.

released, bringing balance and restoring free-flowing energy, whilst promoting a profound
sense of relaxation and bringing peace of mind.

The Ultimate Aromatherapy Experience
60 / 90 minutes
This hero treatment releases tension held in every part of the body, leaving you feeling

Balinese Massage
60 / 90 minutes

deeply relaxed and re-charged. Carefully applied pressure stimulates the nervous system,

A deeply relaxing ancestral massage ritual from Bali that uses melting body balm infused

Swedish and neuromuscular techniques relieve muscular tension and lymphatic drainage

with healing tropical nut oil, and gentle pulling and smoothing movements, similar to Thai

helps encourage a healthy circulation. Stresses and strains are dissolved away.

massage, to instil a state of utter bliss.

Massage

Using the traditional aromatherapy pressure point massage for the upper back and paying

L ao Tzu

HAND & FOOT
TREATMENTS

HAND / FOOT

“A journey of a thousand miles
must begin with a single step”

Hand & Foot
Treatments
Rose Hydrating Foot Treatment
90 minutes

St Pancras Pedicure
60 minutes

A carefully selected combination of restorative oils deeply nourish rough, dry feet to leave

A luxurious, pampering pedicure in which the feet are gently softened and exfoliated,

them feeling soft, smooth and comfortable. Rose supports cellular renewal and Evening

before a calming massage hydrates and releases tension in the legs and feet. The feet are

Primrose Oil helps soften dry cracked skin. Feet and lower legs are gently body brushed

then immaculately finished with a nail colour of your choice.

before soaking. A scrub of ground olive pits exfoliates dead skin cells and prepares the skin
for the treat to follow. Feet and heels are softened with rich paraffin wax and completed with

Excludes use of the spa facilities. Available Monday—Thursday only.

layers of oils and creams massaged into the skin. Includes file, cuticle tidy and paint if desired.
Excludes use of the spa facilities.

St Pancras Manicure
45 minutes

Tired Hands
Refresh and support aching, fatigued hands and arms after a long day at work with this
specially selected combination of essential oils to stimulate and invigorate. Spicy, rich

nails and cuticles is followed by a relaxing massage of the hands and forearms before the
nails are finished with perfectly applied colour.
Excludes use of the spa facilities. Available Monday—Thursday only.

Black Pepper and fresh, green Rosemary stimulates circulation while warming Ginger
lends an energising effect. Your hands and lower arms are immersed in a warm, aromatic
soak then prepared with a refining olive grain scrub. A tension relieving gel is applied to each
hand and arm and then wrapped to allow for the penetration of the oils. The treatment is
completed with a massage of specially nourishing oil and lotion and includes file, cuticle
tidy and paint if desired.
Excludes use of the spa facilities.

Geleration
15 minutes
Adapt your St Pancras manicure or pedicure and opt for Jessica Geleration nail polish.
With the health of the natural nail in mind, Geleration’s gel formula delivers a long lasting,
flawless finish that’s dry in seconds and protects the natural nail. Geleration is available in
Jessica’s most popular colours.
Excludes use of the spa facilities. Available Monday—Thursday only.

HAND / FOOT

HAND / FOOT

75 minutes

Bring back beauty and vitality to your hands and fingernails. Shaping and tidying of the

“I have seen more than I remember,
and remember more than I have seen”
benjamin disraeli

MEn’s
TREATMENTS
Men’s

MEN’S TREATMENTS
The Refinery Ultimate Face And Body
Treatment
90 minutes
Achieve a heightened state of relaxation and well-being. Begin your experience with a stress
relieving massage and therapeutic Ayurvedic scalp massage to pinpoint areas of tension,
bringing relief to tired or aching muscles. The treatment concludes with a 30 minute express
facial to suit your skin’s needs. If you have extra time, why not upgrade your facial to the
Ultimate Aromatherapy Associates Facial at 60 or 90 minutes.

Intensive Muscle Release
60/ 90 minutes
This deeply restorative firm massage is specifically designed for tight, stressed and aching
muscles. Whether it’s a heavy exercise schedule or too many hours spent sitting at your desk,
when you push yourself to your limit, your body can easily become stiff, tight and painful.

The Refinery Essential Facial
60 minutes

TREATMENT
ADDITIONS

When time is short and you need to look your best, this deep cleansing and brightening

Men’s

facial, will leave your skin looking clean and luminous. The results are a clear, clean and
bright complexion, full of health and vitality.

Additions

Treatment
Additions
Enhance your experience by extending your time with one of the below treatment additions.

Express Essential Facial
30 minutes
A bespoke facial for people short of time to suit any skin type. This will leave your skin
feeling bright and hydrated. Skin is cleansed and exfoliated followed by a hydrating mask
to beautify the skin. The perfect add on treatment to a massage.

Bespoke Skin Polish
30 minutes
A relaxing all over exfoliation and layering of richly nourishing products, to leave the skin
looking radiant and feeling wonderfully smooth.

Invigorating Salt Scrub
30 minutes
A salt scrub to smooth and soften the skin increasing the circulation and brightening
the body.

Intensely Nourishing Hair Treatment
Additions

30 minutes
Restore health and shine to dull, lifeless hair. This enriching treatment is based on
pure essential oils of Rosemary, Geranium, Ylang Ylang and Patchouli combined with
Coconut Oil. Known for their beneficial effect on the scalp and hair, these richly scented
oils encourage circulation and balance sebaceous activity, helping to promote healthy,
conditioned hair. A nourishing hair oil is massaged into the hair and scalp as part of an
Ayurvedic head massage. Working on the muscles and pressure points of the head, tension
is released and a deep state of relaxation follows.

SPA

sPA TREATMENT ROOMS
Six luxurious treatment rooms equipped for total sensory transportation. Our
couple’s suite enables you to share the feeling of pure relaxation, experiencing
treatments together in your own room. Whether you decide to chat or simply
friends and family members.

SPA

SPA

drift away, it is a treat for both to share. This is popular to enjoy with partners,

How to Spa
SPA Boutique
To continue your spa regime at home, all spa products used in the treatments
are available from the spa reception lounge upon departure.

Booking Advice
A consultation is required prior to many of the treatments on this menu, so that the most
effective treatment can be given on the day. Please inform us at the time of booking if you
have any medical conditions, skin allergies or think that you are pregnant. Manicures and
pedicures are offered only in the first 14 weeks of pregnancy and the use of sauna and steam

Gift Vouchers
Personalised gift vouchers are available to purchase for any treatment or package.
Vouchers may be sent directly on your behalf, collected in person or delivered to your room.

Treatment Reservations
For spa reservations please call directly from your room or visit the spa reception in person.
For external spa reservations please email spa.stpancras@renaissancehotels.com or telephone
+44 (0)20 7841 3578. We highly recommend you book in advance to secure preferred
appointment times and treatments. If you are not a guest of St Pancras Renaissance Hotel,
a credit card will be required to hold your reservation.

is contraindicated throughout pregnancy. Allow 12 hours after any heat treatment before
taking a waxing appointment. Avoid facial and heat treatments 72 hours after any cosmetic
procedures including botox or as advised by your medical practitioner.

Cancellation Policy
Cancellations or rescheduling of appointments made with less than 24 hours notice or failure
to take up an appointment will result in the full treatment cost being charged to your room
or credit card.

During your Stay
We aim to provide a peaceful setting for all spa guests, and so we ask you to please keep your

Personal Training
Personal training can be arranged in advance at the spa reception
for guests who require detailed instruction and motivation.

Children’s Swimming TIMES
Children’s swimming times: 8am—10am and 2pm—4pm.
All children under the age of 16 years must be accompanied by an adult at all times.

Arrival
We ask that you arrive at the spa reception 15 minutes before your appointment time to
enable you to prepare and fill in a consultation form if required. If you wish to use the spa
facilities before your treatment we recommend that you arrive at the spa reception at least
60 minutes prior to your scheduled appointment. Using the steam room, sauna and pool area
before beginning your treatment will allow you to reach optimum relaxation and gain the full
benefit of your spa experience.
We offer our guests a reliable treatment schedule, so please appreciate that late arrivals will
not receive an extension of scheduled treatment time to avoid inconvenience to other guests
and the same treatment price will apply.

mobile devices on silent. The spa team reserves the right to refuse access to anyone whose
dress or behaviour may disturb or endanger other guests at the spa or surrounding areas.

What to Wear
Robes and slippers are provided to day spa guests. We provide disposable underwear to
suit women and men; alternatively you may wear your own underwear, as you wish. Our
spa therapists are professionally trained in draping techniques to ensure your privacy and
comfort at all times. T-shirts with comfortable trousers or shorts are ideal fitness attire.
Trainers must always be worn in the fitness centre.

Valuables
Lockers are provided in the changing rooms, but we advise you not to bring or wear
valuables whilst using our facilities. We are unable to accept responsibility for looking after
your personal effects and for any loss or damage incurred.

Age Requirements And Entitlement
No person/s under the age of 16 years are permitted to use the spa facilities or gym without
supervision. St Pancras Spa is licensed to perform all the services listed within this menu.
All prices, treatments and information are current at the time of distribution and are subject
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to revision without notice.

Exclusive Spa Membership
At St Pancras Spa
City Life is hectic so when you have time
to relax you should do it in style
Indulge all year round as an exclusive member and you
will be able to enjoy all the benefits of the spa and more.
Life can get in the way of living, a spa membership can
give you back your time: time to relax, to think and to be
yourself. With a limited membership, St Pancras Spa is a
haven of peace and tranquillity. Become a member of our
luxurious spa and leave the rush of life at the door: relax
in our Victorian tiled pool, feel the tensions of the day slip
away in the sauna or follow a tailor-made exercise regime.
For more details please contact
the spa reception:
+44 (0)20 7841 3578
stpancrasspamembership@renaissancehotels.com

St Pancras Renaissance Hotel, Euston Road, London NW1 2AR
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7841 3578
Email: spa.stpancras@renaissancehotels.com
www.stpancrasspa.co.uk

